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SWISSX MALIBU
The Future of Malibu Living

IB

Coming to Malibu Colony Beach
A luxurious, solar-powered beach home. In the spacious central
courtyard enclosed by tall Ipe wood fences, a Bellagio-style fountain
soothes. The deck is perfect for taking in the sunset or soaking in the
cascading waterfall custom spa. Famed artist Alec Monopoly has
created custom art on site. High ceilings, rooms flooded with skylights,
and earthy wood walls. Luxuriate in the vast ocean views from the
upstairs master. Escape to the sybaritic bath with gilded soaking tub
and glass shower. Miele Appliances, marble counters, and opulent
fixtures adorn the kitchen. Step down to the great room enclosed by
walls of glass with Lutron shades. Four ensuite bedrooms have stateof-the-art Crystal steam showers and Russian Rose Quartz vanities.
The house is sheathed in Hemp Crete Nouveau stucco. A 4-layered,
16-camera security system, including thermal heat-seeking cameras,
ensures your privacy. Welcome to the future of Malibu living.

$28,500,000 | Inquire at swissxmalibu.com
4 Bed | 4.5 Bath | 4,200+ Sq Ft | 10,500 Sq Ft Lot
INTERESTED IN LEARNING HOW COMPASS CAN DELIVER A BESPOKE, WHITE GLOVE,
SMOOTH, SAFE, AND SUCCESSFUL TOP DOLLAR SALE OF YOUR HOME?
CALL THE WRIGHT WAY TEAM TODAY. WE LOOK FORWARD TO BEING OF SERVICE.

@thewrightwayteam
NUMBER TWO 2020 TOPANGA TEAM. PASSIONATE LOCAL AGENTS. UNPARALLELED MARKETING REACH.
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY. RESULTS DELIVERED. AN EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER.

Adrian Wright

Jordan Wright

818.939.6415
adrian.wright@compass.com
DRE 00935559

818.746.6987
jordanwright@compass.com
DRE 01952694

Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01991628. All material
presented herein is intended for informational purposes only and is compiled from sources deemed reliable but has not been verified. Changes in price, condition,
sale or withdrawal may be made without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footages are approximate.
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DANIELA MORRIS

Friends of Tony Morris and his wife, Daniela, have continued to maintain and decorate “Tony’s Chair,” where he
held court in front of Fire Station 69.
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n these past several months so many friends have lifted the veil and passed through to their ultimate
destiny. As homo sapiens with a hard-wired will to live, we are mostly in denial of death. I have
wailed for days and years over the death of cats, dogs, my horse, surprisingly more than that of my
parents and sister; each of them were ready for transition. I carry my memories of them forward in
my life, grateful for the gifts of who they were and how they lived. Their memories are many blessings
whenever I think of them.
With so many long-time Topanga friends and neighbors passing lately—some suddenly, others
going more “gently into that good night,”—tears are never far away. We lost Tony Morris, Mary Colvig,
Cloris Leachman, John Stevens, all in four months.
When news came that Paul Gryzmkowski had died suddenly of acute leukemia and kidney failure,
we were stunned by the news. If you’ve been following Beth Goode’s accounts of the Trash Warriors,
you’ve seen his face in the group photos. Whether you knew him or not, we as a community can hold
his memory close and send comfort to his wife, Joanna Gunst, with our prayers.
The next day, I said my goodbyes to a friend who is in transition and non-responsive. I sat with her
for a time, held her hand, remembered the good times, thanked her for touching my life with hers, and
wished her well on her journey. “See you on the other side,” I said, trying to come to terms with my
own mortality.
A day later, another friend called to say her mother had died.
Tony Morris’s widow, Daniela, called, asking why we published an obituary for a dog, but not yet
for Tony. We both had a laugh and talked for an hour. She described how people were decorating what
has become a shrine for Tony: his chair in front of Fire Station 69.
Daniela took the photo (above) of “Tony’s Chair,” where he held court when he wasn’t directing
traffic or chatting with Café Mimosa patrons. She had just decorated the spot with gold leaves and
other things that Tony loved in life and wished a memorial plaque could be set there.
Even in his declining state of health, the community loved Tony, the brilliant mind, writer, master of
languages, sailor, and just about anything he set his unerring curiosity to. Daniela misses him terribly.
The Canyon Chronicle has yet to publish full obituaries for any of these friends. Families need time
to grieve, get lost in the practical details, and it takes time to compile information and photos. The
pandemic has also robbed us of memorials. The best thing about memorials and wakes is you learn so
much about the person. In that setting we often cry tears of joy as we remember them and what a gift
they were in life. We mourn and give comfort together.
Over the years, my intent for our newspapers was to honor the person with memories from those
who were close to them and published them with photos and the obituary. Those usually come in
unsolicited. Not so much now.
In the absence of group gatherings, we invite our readers to share their remembrances and if there
is someone we’ve missed, let us know. Send them to editor@thecanyonchronicle.com; or P.O. Box 1101,
Topanga, CA 90290, and we’ll dedicate some space to honor them.

Follow us on Instagram @thecanyonchronicle,
& Facebook and twitter @CanyonChronicle
The Canyon Chronicle is an
independent community newspaper
published bi-weekly by Canyon Media,
Inc.©2020. All rights reserved.
thecanyonchronicle.com
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opanga celebrates Earth Day year-round, don’t we! It is nice, and likely necessary that we get a jolt
once a year to take stock of how we’re doing. The earth is in serious crisis at so many levels that we,
as co-inhabitants, must never take it for granted or give up trying to restore what we’ve damaged.
One group that doesn’t give up is Stop 5G International and 5G Free California, which has been
counting down the days to Earth Day on April 22 with action. On March 19 they held a joint protest
against satellite launches at Elon Musk’s SpaceX headquarters in Hawthorne, California . A five-minute
video is part of a series bringing awareness that 5G is not sustainable, eco-friendly, or safe to our Earth
and all living beings. Credit for video footage from the protest goes to Albina Molina, Paula Stein, and
Amber Yang. (youtube.com/watch?v=JMCIidS9SzE)
For more information: juliemagic2010@gmail.com

Topanga photographer Carl Grooms has been
hunkered down in Victoria BC during the
pandemic but has been sharing his photos on
Nextdoor. He calls this “Bird Talk,” although it
seems to be a one-way conversation between the
crows and the redtail hawk. Hawks are too cool.
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Letters
Rides

Thanks so much for publishing my Covid-19 letter
in the current issue of The Canyon Chronicle.
I greatly appreciate the follow-up you and
your staff put together on the next page regarding
“Treatment” and how to locate clinics that can
transfuse monoclonal antibodies. It was a very
supportive and invaluable follow-up for readers
who don’t have Kaiser.

FYI: Once I am vaccinated towards the end
of April and in early May, if a second shot is
needed, I’d be happy to drive any Topangan
who has tested positive and needs a ride to
one of those clinics that offer monoclonal antibodies. One of my neighbors at Top of Topanga
asked me that question as she wasn’t sure how
she would get to such a clinic given that being
Covid positive meant she couldn’t call an Uber

or Lyft. I told her that I would drive her. Ideally,
Topangans who have been vaccinated could
coordinate to organize rides. I will follow up on
this idea during the week once I know where the
clinics are located and have contacted them so
that I understand the logistics.
Thanks again,
—Miriam Claire
miriamclaireff@gmail.com; (310) 251-0237

How to Tell a Gopher Snake from a Rattlesnake
Thank you, Miles Sieling of Monte Nido for
posting this on Nextdoor, April 6.
It is Spring and that means a lot more
animals and critters roaming around and
that includes snakes. I remember someone
posting this image last year but it has been
lost over time and there have been many
recent posts asking for snake identification
so I figured I would repost it.
Take a moment to look at the two pictures
and familiarize yourself with the difference
between the gopher snake and rattlesnake.
Don’t rely on the rattle warning you because
some rattlesnakes won’t always rattle, and
some gopher snakes can mimic the rattle by
beating their tail on the ground. Also, I have
seen many people giving a wrong answer
to questions about “what kind of snake /
spider is this?” If you are not 100% sure or
are just guessing, please do not comment.
You could be sentencing a gopher snake to
death by crying “Rattlesnake!”, or worse, tell
someone that the rattlesnake they posted is
an innocent gopher or garter snake which
could end in disaster.
Happy Spring and Stay Safe!

WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO
Topanga’s Trash Warriors as Adjunct Mail Carriers
By Beth Goode

“I

t’s Raining Men!” Remember
that ’80s disco song from days
of yore? No? Well, probably not a
huge cultural or musical loss to you.
Look it up though, because it’s kind
of fun and you can have the tune in
your head when you read this next
part. We have our own version with
slightly revised lyrics, “It’s Raining
Mail.” This, by the way, is not nearly
as thrilling as if it were raining men.
We find newspapers, catalogues,
letters, and packages opened and
thrown from car windows of getaway vehicles after the mail heists. It’s
raining mail, hallelujah!!
In addition to cleaning up garbage,
we do detective work to return items
to their rightful owners when we find
stuff on the Boulevard, and we serve
as an adjunct to the USPS. We deposit
the found mail at the post office
if we cannot get to the addressed
person ourselves to return their mail
to them. We never find money or
checks. Those must be retained by
the folks who absconded with the
mail. Gift boxes are left opened on the
boulevard, and the gifts confiscated if
they are deemed worthy. One week
we picked up a medical ID bracelet
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Empty cans of five-hour energy boost
and masks are often found littering
Topanga’s roadsides.

fresh from the manufacturer. I guess
that kind of jewelry is unappealing to
someone without the corresponding
medical condition.
Handwritten letters and cards are
left on the sides of the road. Those
pull at our heart strings. We may be
warriors, but we are not monsters!
Those letters are happily returned. The
mail is found in trees, bushes, up the
sides of the hills along the road and
down the sides of the hills that reach
the creek. It looks as if the postal gods
had a hell of a party and flung the letters
about like confetti. We are uncertain as
to whether there are postal gods, so we
assume these pieces of mail are being
tossed about by humans. While toilet
paper continues to litter the highway,
the scattered mail is making a play for

“Most Common Trash on TCB.” They
are neck-and-neck in the race. Stay
tuned!
Drinking seems to have elevated
to a classier choice of alcohol.
Courvoisier and Hennessy Cognac
bottles are proliferating among the
cans of beer and five-hour energy
drink cans that litter the canyon.
One of the energy drink cans
was spotted inches away from a
used Magnum condom. Let your
imagination fancy that undertaking.
Over three consecutive Sundays,
we have collected 47 bags worth of
trash, tires, construction debris, and
other oversized items that have lost
their appeal to their owners. When
we have eight warriors, we collect
about 25 bags full of trash. When we
have six warriors, we collect closer
to 13 bags. There is always more
trash out there than we can gather
as our warrior numbers have fallen
due to people moving out of the
canyon or having physical issues
that keep them away these days. We
are hoping for new folks to join in
and help keep the canyon beautiful.
As the sun rose on the roadsides
last Sunday, the new, young grass
sparkled an iridescent green. With the
yellow lemon drop flowers springing

up amidst the grass, I couldn’t help
smiling as I walked along. At other
portions of the highway, the fallen
maple leaves lay at least a foot thick in
their golden glory, albeit, sometimes
with a mask in their midst.
This is a magnificent place to live.
To walk it on Sunday mornings is
divine. The birds and the creek sing as
we all wake up to the new day. As we
gathered this week in the post office
parking lot, Paul Gryzmkowski shared
a terrifying find from the Top of
Topanga Overlook: A Roman Candle
firecracker, the last thing Topangans
want to see in our landscape.
We would love to meet you at
the Topanga Post Office at 7 a.m.
any Sunday. We will embrace you,
metaphorically, of course, and outfit
you with everything your heart
desires, as long as that has to do
with gathering trash. See you there!
Disclaimer #1: We will not be
handing out umbrellas to protect any
new Warriors from the raining mail.
Disclaimer #2: You will feel
great about your effort to help heal
and protect the land. This will not
last. By Monday morning, you will
be met with the sight of more trash
already accumulating on the road.
That is why we do what we do! n

News
COVID-19: It’s Not Over Until it’s Over
According to an April 8 report
from AARP health and medicine
writer, Rachel Nania, “After weeks of
steady decline, COVID-19 cases and
hospitalizations are creeping back
up. The U.S. is seeing, on average,
63,000 new coronavirus infections
each day—about the same amount
recorded in mid-July during the
summer surge, or second wave—and
an increasing number of Americans
are being admitted to hospitals for
COVID-19 treatment.”
Calling it a “fourth wave,” the
report says that health experts are
hopeful it will be different from
previous peaks.The vaccines have
proved highly effective at preventing
severe COVID-19 illness since the
“third wave” in January, when about
4,000 people died each day. Today’s
average is around 700 deaths a day
and declining as more people get
vaccinated.”

What experts have discovered
about the COVID-19 virus is that
even with mild infections, there can
be complications of “long COVID,”
lingering symptoms such as fatigue,
headaches, brain fog, and shortness
of breath that can persist well after
an infection.
The AARP report cited that “even
as more Americans get vaccinated,
[there] is the continued spread of
new virus variants, some of which
are more contagious and potentially
more lethal. CDC Director Rochelle
Walensky recently announced that
the B.1.1.7. variant, first identified
in the United Kingdom, is “now the
most common lineage circulating
in the United States. So far more
than 16,000 reported COVID-19
cases have been caused by this
variant, and spikes are occurring
in a number of states, including
California, CDC data show.” Other

variants are circulating in the U.S.
and more could emerge.
“Another factor that could
determine whether current trends
continue to climb is pandemic
fatigue,” the report concludes. By
people letting their guard down, “all
of the progress that has been made
can be reversed.”
The advice remains the same if
we want to avoid a fourth wave: get
vaccinated, continue wearing a mask
in public, keep a safe distance from
others, wash your hands often, and
avoid crowded and poorly ventilated
spaces.
For the latest coronavirus news
and advice: AARP.org/coronavirus
10 Ways to Protect Your Brain
Health During COVID-19
In its latest report, AARP’s
Global Council on Brain Health
recommends 10 steps older adults

can take to protect their brain health
during the pandemic.
• Consider getting the vaccine as
soon as you are able
• Stay physically active
• Maintain a balanced diet
• Stay socially connected
• Maintain a regular sleep schedule
• Stimulate your brain
• Don’t put off necessary medical
appointments
• Take care of your mental health
• Pay attention to signs of sudden
confusion
• Monitor changes in brain health
Source: COVID-19 and Brain
Health: The Global Council on Brain
Health’s Recommendations on What
to Do Now.

Catalytic Converter Theft Prevention event
On Tuesday, April 27, the
Los Angeles County Sheriff ’s
Department’s Malibu/Lost Hills
Station will be hosting a catalytic
converter theft prevention event
with Akey Brakey Auto Repair
in Agoura Hills to help drivers
protect their vehicles and prevent

catalytic converter thefts.
From 8 a.m.-3 p.m, members
of the Akey Brakey’s staff will etch
an identifying serial number on
your vehicle’s catalytic converter
for free. This helps LASD deputies
identify and connect the converter
to your vehicle in the event it is

stolen and recovered!

To schedule an appointment
for this event, please contact
Deputy Knott at bmknott@lasd.
org.
Akey Brakey Auto Repair is
located at 28118 Dorothy Dr.,
#12, Agoura Hills, CA.

PPDC CELEBRATES EARTH DAY
with

Jennifer deSpain,

Special Guest : ED BEGLEY, JR.
Actor and environmental activist!

CPA, CFP®

Business/Personal Tax &
Financial Services
Tel. 818.883.4800

TUESDAY, APRIL 20, 6:30 PM
On ZOOM

To cultivate a GAS-FREE GARDEN • To become mindful of FOOD WASTE •
To imagine a SOLAR MICROGRID • To reduce SINGLE-USE PLASTICS
To plant NATIVE GARDENS • and much more

FREE ADMISSION — please RSVP at www.palidems.org
Questions? info@palisadesdemclub.org • 310-230-2084
FACEBOOK.COM/PALIDEMS • INSTAGRAM.COM/PALIDEMS • @PALIDEMS

Photo by Miriam Geer.

Resilient teams will inspire you:

CanyonOakFinancial .com
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Lifestyle
BACKUP BATTERIES FOR BLACKOUTS
“The generator I have is the Honda
EU2200i,” says Dan Seeger, who lives
in Fernwood. “It’s rated at 2200 watts
and weighs 47 pounds. I’ve run two
refrigerators, a freezer, a 75-inch TV,
the cable box, three internet routers,
and my desktop PC at the same time,
plus some lighting, and it remained
in eco mode. The trick is not to start
them all at once, so there’s no sudden
power demand.”
Seeger says he paid about $1200 for
his generator and around $100 for the
companion unit. “The only drawback,”
he says, “is that it doesn’t hold much
gas, less than a gallon, and may not last
the night. (https://marketplace.sce.com/
portable-generators)

Advantage
• They can run your entire house.
• These will take over automatically
in a power outage and are less
noisy than smaller un-enclosed
models.
Drawback
• They burn fossil fuel and need
to be maintained: they should be
run twice a month and serviced
once a year. However, they
are dependable if maintained
properly.

LARGE-SCALE BATTERY SYSTEMS

A d va n t a g e
In a blackout, with no copper landline phone, small batteries can power your cable
box, so you can use your cable landline phone, and your router for your cell phone
with WiFi via internet.

Home batteries don’t need
solar…but it helps!
By Lee Rhoads & Jane Terjung

T

he recent winter storms in
Texas brought home the serious
problems created when the power is
down for days, even weeks. The LA
Times reported tens of thousands of
homes were affected, and one of the
worst cases was a woman living with
her cats whose refrigerator was off
for nearly a week, who said, “All the
food in my fridge went bad and I was
looking to open the cans of cat food
for myself!”
This could easily happen here, as
Southern California Edison (SCE)
has informed us that on Red Flag
Days (high wind with dry conditions
in high fire danger areas) they will
turn off power for up to five days in
Topanga and Malibu.
In early January, the utilities
warned 15,000 homes about
blackouts; the following week they
threatened 26,000 homes. Several
neighborhoods
were
directly
affected: Simi Valley had seven hours
without electricity; Moorpark had
three continuous days with six-hour
shutdowns; and Thousand Oaks
had 36 hours without power, lights,
Internet, TVs, or refrigerators.

The question is, how can you
protect yourself when the blackout
occurs in your neighborhood?
The short answer is there are large
generators, large battery storage
systems refilled every day by solar
power and small batteries to keep
your cell communication going and
there are pros and cons to each.
At press time, Edison was showing
a $50 rebate for small generators and
a $500 rebate for the larger models.

HOME GENERATORS BIG & SMALL

A small portable generator can be
purchased for between $500-$1,200
and can run a refrigerator and a few
accessories.

• A small generator needs no
electrician to install it and no
permits are required.
D i sa d va n t a g e s
• You can run out of gas. They
operate on fossil fuels, gasoline
or propane. Gas has a limited
shelf-life that breaks down over
time. (With ethanol added, fuel
crystalizes within a few months,
so it should be stored separately).
• If a wildfire hits your home
the generator may explode and
become a fire bomb.
• Small Generators have to be
pulled out of storage, started, and
appliances plugged in by hand
(not an easy task).
• They require periodic
maintenance to be sure they will
start when needed.
• Unenclosed generators are
noisy and sound like someone is
mowing your lawn non-stop.
• Some have electric starters, but
if not run regularly, the starter
battery will be dead. These
generators are effective, but not
the easiest to operate.

FULLY ENCLOSED
AUTO-STARTING GENERATORS

The Honda EU2200i.

PHOTO BY DAN SEEGER
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Advantages
• Unlike generators they are
programmed to store energy in
the afternoon to offset expensive
peak hour costs (5-8 p.m.) with
the new required Time-Of-Use
rate.
• Storage Batteries burn no fossil
fuels, are quite silent, and no
service is required.
• All battery systems carry a 10-year
warranty.
• Tesla batteries can be connected to
any solar generating system.
• Tesla batteries require five to
six additional electrical boxes
installed next to the Tesla battery
box.

PHOTO BY SHAWN RHODES

AERIAL DRONE PHOTO BY JOSH

TESLA was the first home battery
on the market. They are expensive,
$16,000 before incentives for a single
unit, but Tesla is a recognized storage
system as well as the name of the car.
A single battery qualifies for a 26% tax
credit and about a $2,800 rebate.

Drawback

The Generac is a 100 amp, fully
enclosed auto-starting generators, the
average size for residential use. It must
be permitted, wired, and connected by
a professional.

The Topanga Community House has 84 panels installed that produce a 22.5-Kilowatt
system. Installed by PermaCity Solar.

Tesla, the first home battery on the
market, is expensive but can be
connected to any solar generating system.

“These must be permitted, wired and
connected by a professional,” says
Topanga electrician Shawn Rhodes
(310-455-1332). “If a generator is
properly sized to the house, it should
be able to run the entire house. The
Generac is a 100 amp, the average
size for residential use. The costs
will range from $10,000 to $15,000
depending on location of gas lines,
electrical connections, and permit
costs.”

THE LATEST RESIDENTIAL
SOLAR STORAGE SYSTEM

SunPower recently launched their
SunVault Storage which stores about
13,000 watt-hours of power, but can
handle larger amp start-ups like
toaster ovens, microwaves, and space
heaters. A 26% tax credit plus $2,240
rebate reduces investment to $9,000$10,000.
Advantages
• The SunVault costs about the same
as Tesla but delivers 40% more
power to run more appliances at
the same time.
• Hub+ Smart Panel: Intelligently

ARTWORK BY GENE BAUER

• Simple design: The SunVault has
only two pods containing batteries,
inverter, emergency panel, and
disconnects, as opposed to other
Storage Systems that require
multiple electrical boxes.
• With an appropriate photovoltaic
solar system, a house can operate
indefinitely through a power
outage.
Available from Smart Solar (now in
Thousand Oaks) serving Topanga,
Malibu, and West Valley. 818-2928065; 310-455-2958.

THEODORE PAYNE NATIVE PLANT
GARDEN TOUR
APRIL 16-18, 2021)

A Journey Through Place and Time

The Theodore Payne Foundation
presents its annual Native Plant
Garden Tour, a virtual, interactive athome experience of California native
plant gardens and landscapes through
the seasons. Expanding from spring
to an entire year of transformation,
TPF’s 18th Annual Garden Tour will
take you on an adventure through
a select group of gardens with
HD video and 360-degree views.
Together, we’ll become immersed
in the urban ecosystem and the
native plant community which
makes it thrive. Join us for stunning
garden footage, landscape designer
and homeowner interviews, expert
panel discussions, live music, photo
contests, native plant beer tasting, and
a keynote address from Doug Tallamy.
ativeplantgardentour.org
Program schedule: Friday, 6
p.m.-8:45 p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m.1:15p.m.; Sunday, 10 a.m.-1:45 p.m.
Tickets:
eventbrite.com/e/18thannual-theodore-payne-nativeplant-garden-tour-april-16-18-2021tickets-142902068935

SMALL-SCALE IS PORTABLE
AND AFFORDABLE

CREDIT

SunPower recently launched their
SunVault Storage system that costs
about the same as Tesla but delivers
40% more power to run more
appliances at the same time.

connected to provide real-time
visibility into home energy use,
solar, and storage. It oversees
battery usage and the monitor
displays on your cellphone.
• SunPower warranties cover the
panels and storage system; the
unique LFP battery chemistry
means greater reliability and
stability.

Yeti batteries are charged from
the grid, or portable solar panels.
They are small (like a breadbox),
inexpensive, but have limited backup
capacity. From $500 to $3,000 one can
pull it out of a closet or keep it connect
ed and ready to kick-in automatically
to power your phones and internet.
However, you cannot run a full-size
refrigerator or more than a few lights.
Along with Yetis, SCE now offers other
small solutions that store electricity
from your home (many with rebates).
goalzero.com/product-features/
portable-power-stations; /marketplace.
sce.com/portable-power-stations/
Jane Terjung’s List of Affordable
Gadgets that Help in a Blackout, such
as hand-crank/solar radios, solar
windowsill batteries, and outdoor
solar charging panels, is available

PHOTO BY BILL NAYLOR

Goal Zero Yeti 1000 The clean and
quiet Yeti is a lightweight 1000 Lithium
Portable Power Station that runs small
and large electronics, and recharges
itself from the sun. Comes in different
sizes that range in cost from about
$200-$2000. (Bread not included)

at: janeterjung.org/docs/Cool%20
Gadgets%20For%20PSPS.pdf.
Lee Rhoads has 12 years’ experience
with solar and storage (including
the Topanga Community House).
leesolarconsulting@gmail.com; (310)
455-2958, home/office; (310) 4875750, mobile. n

PENDING

661Lachman.com

SummitPointeViews.com

5526Calhoun.com

CONTEMPORARY MEDITERRANEAN HOME | $4,100,000
LISA SAVER 310.989.0839

RESORT STYLE LIVING WITH BEAUTIFUL VIEWS | $1,975,000
OLGA CRAWFORD 310.633.1469

SHERMAN OAKS ARCHITECTURAL | $1,799,000
OLGA CRAWFORD 310.633.1469

PENDING

FIRST LOOK

15515WestSunset.com

20790Medley.com

856Fernwood.com

PICTURESQUE TWO-STORY TOWNHOME | $1,279,000
CATHERINE CAMPBELL 310.633.9039

TOPANGA RETREAT INSPIRED BY NATURE | $1,225,000
KAREN DANNENBAUM l 310.738.0100

MOUNTAIN VIEWS | $999,000
CATHERINE CAMPBELL 310.633.9039

TOPANGA BROKERAGE | CRISTIAN DAVID - SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT/BROKERAGE MANAGER 310.455.3200

SOTHEBYSREALTY.COM

© 2021 Sotheby’s International Realty. All Rights Reserved. The Sotheby’s International Realty trademark is licensed and used with permission. Each Sotheby’s International Realty office is independently owned and operated, except those operated by Sotheby’s International Realty, Inc.
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Under the Ca
New & Selected Poems by Ga

Forty years is a milestone for Topanga poet

G

PHOTO BY TY COLE

ail Wronsky and her husband, author Chuck
Rosenthal, live in a classic Topanga house
that makes you want to explore every nook and
cranny that hold, hide, and display a lifetime of
memories. Every bit must have a story behind it…
or in Wronsky’s case, probably a poem.
Climbing up to the second floor, the din of
the Boulevard below fades, somewhat alleviated
by a view of the mountains across the way rising
from the creek, softened further by an untamed
mélange of greenery held at bay by tall wooden
fences. We settle in at the table with a view to
discuss her latest book of poetry, “Under the
Capsized Boat We Fly,” a compilation of eight
books of poetry written over 40 years.
to “The first poem in the book is called ’23,’”
Wronsky explains. “I wrote it when I was 23.
That’s where it started for this book.”
She discovered Leonora Carrington’s works in
a youth bookstore and a weird little book called
“The Oval Lady,” that changed the way she wrote.
“When I read it, it had little illustrations that she
made; she was an artist and a writer and it just
blew me away. She’s a surrealist and a feminist
and was a major influence. I considered myself a
surrealist for a while. She was my hero. She died
in her 90s and I regret I never met her.” Wronsky
dedicates 13 pages to her in the first chapter.
“I always wrote,” Wronsky said. “It was just
what I did. It wasn’t until I was in college that I
found out that you could actually be a poet. There
were classes you could take and there were poets
that actually taught them! This was a revelation,
and it still didn’t occur to me that it could be
me. I majored in English, graduated from the
University of Virginia and was clueless about what
I was going to do. I tried and tried and tried to get
all these jobs,” she said, “but I ended up being a
waitress. I hated it.”
That’s when luck appeared in the guise of a
phone call from her poetry teacher, who said,
“Hey, do you want to go to graduate school?”
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Wronsky said, “What do you mean?” He said,
“Well, there’s this wealthy person who died and
left all this money for creative writing scholarships
to our MFA program. Do you want one?”
“That was luck. I said yes. Anything beats being
a waitress. I was so tired, and I was in Richmond,
Virginia. It was the south, and there were all these
men…. I went to graduate school and that was
the career path.”
The MFA, Wronsky recalls, “was the terminal
degree for poets at the time. That’s all you needed.
You could graduate and get a job teaching in a
year. I thought, ‘Great!’” When she received her
MFA, however, the rules changed and there were
no jobs for people with MFAs, but by then, she
knew what she wanted to do—teach poetry and
be a poet. Thanks to another teacher, who landed
a job in Utah, he hired her, and she earned her
Ph.D. in Utah.
“I just loved the west.”
In 1978, Loyola Marymount hired not only
her but her husband, and they moved to L.A. and
eventually to Topanga.
“That was just amazing, really, really good luck,
so we stayed.”
What made them stay? “Everything. The trees,
the birds, the lifestyle, the ocean, all of that every
day is part of my life. And people I can relate to. I
guess, after all these years, I am a typical Topangan.
Every time Chuck and I were frustrated with the
job, we thought about moving somewhere else.
I couldn’t do it. Especially when we made it to
Topanga.
Wronsky’s journey to Topanga was one thing,
but it was time to tap into the teacher and see why
this was the time to take stock and establish this
milestone of 40 years of work.
“When I looked back, I saw there are all these
books that have accumulated over the years. The
process of going through and picking the poems
for this book was a good thing for me to do. First
of all, it was fun. I’ve gotten to the age now where

I don’t hate everything I’ve ever done. I was able to
enjoy the poems and pick the ones that still held
up that I like a lot. It’s a fire in the belly kind of
thing for me. I still care deeply about the art form.
I read I it. I teach it. I write it.”
“I think part of the reason people think they
don’t like poetry is they were taught poorly. It’s
not to blame teachers—teachers are heroes—but
I think a lot of teachers haven’t been trained how
to teach poetry, so they ask, ‘What does this poem
mean,’ which is the wrong question. Since poetry
is language, we expect it should communicate
some idea and it doesn’t necessarily, so people
think they don’t have the right answer.”
“To me poetry is an art form. You don’t go to a
museum and look at a Jackson Pollack and ask, ‘What
does that mean?’ People are always doing that with
poetry. To me, it’s about giving you an experience.
My students are having an experience when they’re
writing the poem, they’re recreating an experience
they might have had in their life and putting it into a
shape that launches it into the world.”
She suggests two organizations: WriteGirl,
where Amanda Gorman got her start in L.A.
Founder Keren Taylor pairs girls in Junior High
school with established writers, where they show
their work and get feedback. (writegirl.org) The
other is Getlit.org, founded by Diane Luby Lane.
The program has high school kids read classic
poetry, Dickinson, Whitman, Shakespeare, and
each time they meet they have to recite a classic
poem and write their own poems.
Wronsky has taught and observed them: “These
kids get up there and they are rapping Emily
Dickinson! Then they do their own poems. She
suggests that poetry may be having a resurgence.
“Amanda Gorman, when she delivered her
poem at President Biden’s inauguration, is fabulous
for poetry. She was just what the country needed at
that moment. She was exactly right and, yes, poetry
can do that. The more poetry has a public face like
that, it’s better for the art form.” n
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apsized Boat We Fly
il Wronsky | In conversation with Flavia Potenza

Gail Wronsky, who says the fact that she is a poet at all is just luck.
Infinity, Topanga

The Main Attraction

Twenty-Three

The jasmine by my studio is flowering—
Oh simple life on the surface of the planet.
My writing limbo trembles before it.

Wordsworth’s “intimations” ode,
Then, is not only a poem, but, among
other things a parable about poetry.

In the sweet time of my first age,
wishing to speak,
I confessed in the meadow
by a stone. I talked of everything:
how I loved him;
how my hair in the lamplight looked
red and surreal;
how I took pleasure in the distant
deaths; how I daily fled
the belling of my womg; continue
to love him; and my little speech
about the necessary emptiness;
(how murder is mor meaningful
than other deaths); my vanity
about a certain orchid gown; god,
and how I drown in the orchid night
for love of him …

Then the other plants begin to waken
And the ground perks up.
I am a madwoman, living
In the midst of such profound activity—
And such greenness.
Let love take its chances here.
Let love shimmer and mark time
In this sweet mill of days.
We existed here
Where the owl swayed on top of the
Swaying cypress tree.
What did we want from each other?
To die having said it all—
To win having lost it all—
One fragile about-face from the stars.

—Cleanth Brooks
How now
come see the tiny cow
it’s only two-and-a-half inches tall
used to be a professional pall-bearer
at the ant farm
then it lost that leg
come on and seeit
it does a great imitation of Mae West
you know
swaying a little bit top heavy
why don’t you come up and see it
I bet it could get a college degree
in being cute
and knowing what’s what
Why just the other day
it looked at me like it know’d
what I said to Brenda last night
which was:
Quit crying bitch
that little cow
needs us to be brave

The she, the stone,
to her ghostly form quickly
returning, made me, alas,
an almost live and frightened woman.
(It was as if a swarm of
crystal insects,
trying somehow to speak,
got tangled
in a cloud of gauze.)
This is how I met her.
Thisis how I met my muse.

From left: Gail
Wronsky, author,
poet; On vacation
with her daughter,
Marlena Rosenthal,
at Big Sur; Wronsky,
circa 1980, with
one of her favorite
authors, Walt
Whitman; Wronsky
with her husband,
author Chuck
Rosenthal.
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ARTS
Gallery Opens with Cautious Optimism

F

ollowing Don Holtz’ successful show, “Love
Affair with a Tree,” mark your calendars for
the Topanga Canyon Gallery’s limited exhibits
now through the summer with hopes to schedule
the greatly missed Studio Tour the beginning of
September.
April 16 And May 16. the schedule continues with
Donna Geist Buch and Farideh Azad teaming up
for a colorful show, “From the Eyes to the Hand,”
and runs through May 16, For now, it will open
Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays. The opening
reception will held, Saturday, April 24, 3-6 p.m.
April 21-June 6. Idelle Okman Tyzbir presents
a Solo show of her Metal Sculptures and
watercolors. Current plans are for Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday openings, noon-5 p.m.
June 11-July 4. Three artists, Russell Hunziker,
Patrick Ramsey, and Sari Scheer will feature
Russell’s nature paintings in oil and watercolor,
Patrick’s photography, and Scheer’s glass
work. Surely everyone will be vaccinated by then.

Mixed media artist Donna Geist Buch is driven more
towards self-expression and meaning in her artwork
through shapes, forms, color and lines to create the
illusion of visible reality.

July 9-July 25. Artist Toby Salkin goes solo with
her paintings.
July 30-August 15. Caroline Jones will also
present her work in a one-woman show.
Because of the virus, the gallery has not held
traditional receptions, although some artists have
designated a day during their show as the opening
reception day and provided some prepackaged
snacks and drinks.
Since this is early planning, continue to
check the website for new information regarding
opening receptions and extended hours
(topangacanyongallery.com; (310) 455-7909).
Topanga Canyon Gallery is located at 120 N.
Topanga Canyon Blvd., Topanga CA 90290.
Donations are always welcome.

Surprise! It’s the Bard’s Birthday Party
Hear Ye, Hear Ye!
Queen Elizabeth I is hosting a surprise party for her
favorite playwright,
William Shakespeare.
Join us on Zoom to celebrate
With games, instant cold readings from
Shakespeare’s plays,
Laughter, mayhem and a chance to “dunk” the
Master of Revels!
The party starts April 23, at 7 p.m.
if you want to surprise Shakespeare, be there before
7:15.
Bring your own libations to toast the Birthday Bard!
Donations are encouraged in lieu
of a gift for Shakespeare.
This event is free. Revelers must be over age 13.
Zoom (Will Geer’s Theatricum Botanicum)
FREE TICKETS at
heatricum.com/shakespeare
Find us at:
theatricum.com
Main Office: (310) 455-2322
Box Office: (310) 455-3723
Instagram: @theatricum_botanicum
facebook.com/theatricum
Twitter: @theatricum
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Top right, left: Farideh
Azad’s Iranian
ancestors worshipped
fire, and it was that
fire that was used to
make the early glass
and clay utensils that
will accompany her
paintings.

MY CORNER OF THE CANYON

RETRIEVED FROM: BIRDEDEN.COM

The differences between a crow and a raven.

Nothing Like the Sun
By Kathie Gibboney

I

t has come to my mind to converse with
a crow. Suddenly I am desirous of some
interspecies communication.
Yes, to some, crows and their corvus
cousin, the raven, have a dark and sinister
reputation portending doom but I take a more
romantic view, as did the Native Americans
who revered them.
Crows live right here in Topanga and mate
for life. I see them flying over our trees, gliding
on the wind, showing off, landing on branches
and power lines, announcing their own
mythic power with loud, hoarse, unmistakable
squawks. They are deemed highly intelligent
and of mystic repute, and although my own
intelligence might, at times be questioned, I
am certainly sympatico to the species in the
magical, mystical realms. I’m forever looking
for the fairies, checking astrological forecasts,
casting the odd spell, occasionally consulting
the tarot, watching the skies, and holding an
unyielding belief in the Easter Bunny, whom I
have actually seen. Twice.
So, I reach out through the ethers to
psychically call in a crow just for a respectful,
open-minded linking up to see if Crow has
some message to reveal to me or I to her or
him.
The Crow is considered a messenger of change
or transformation often of a spiritual or
emotional nature.
Certainly, I could use some transformation,
(the closet?), so whenever I see the black and
beautiful bird flying high overhead, drifting
with aplomb in the air currents, I silently
chant, “Crow bird, Crow bird, wild and free,
Crow bird Crow bird, come to me.”
It does not. In fact, Crow seems to gain speed
and fly off in the opposite direction as if having
pressing business elsewhere. So much for my
future career as a crow whisperer, although
I have recently found large, unsightly, avian
droppings splattered on my car windshield.
Not quite sure I welcome that message. Giving

up on telepathic transmission, I decide on a
different tactic.
The vocalization of the crow is frequently
a call-and-response, a series of two to five
caws over a distance that may be greetings or
a warning.
Now I can do a pretty good duck call so
why not try Crowspeak? I listen carefully to
their calls and pitch my tone as close as I can
come.
There are great acoustics here on our
little Old Canyon hill, if from surrounding
mountains or the effects of the garage door
across the street, echoing the sound I am not
sure, but it makes for a natural amphitheater.
I am often tempted to treat or torture the
neighbors by standing in our yard reciting
Shakespeare. I could be Fairy Queen Titania
or Juliet advising Romeo: “Do not swear
at all; or if thou wilt, swear by thy gracious
self, which is the God of my idolatry, and
I’ll believe thee.” Ah, I digress…so instead of
the bright, burning, young girl, in love, I’m
out here imitating a cawing crow, loudly, like
a crazy lady, but at least I’ve not yet taken
to donning a black cape in order to appear
like a large corvus, flapping my arms up and
down as if they were wings. My pleading
aria goes unanswered. Maybe I should try
the Shakespeare, I just bet the crows would
appreciate some Lady Macbeth.
Crows have been observed to be attracted to
shiny objects which they collect and hide.
This sounds promising as I, too, am
attracted to all things that glitter. I place some
small pieces of tinfoil here and there around
our patio, hang some leftover Christmas tinsel,
scatter gold plastic pirate coins, sea glass,
Mardi Gras beads, a sparkling cat toy and,
from my heart, one small silver heart pendant.
Unfortunately, my dazzling offerings have not
yet attracted even one crow to swoop down for
a closer look. I turn to the obvious lure.
The quickest way to attract crows
is by feeding them.

I had hesitated to resort to using food as an
attraction. One is really not supposed to feed
wild animals, but people often have bird
feeders and my plan is only to give them a little
bit, just a taste of food when I see they are in
the neighborhood.
I research their diet and choose to offer
them one of their preferred menu items,
peanuts. Nuts are native to California, so it is
not really as unnatural or processed as another
dish reputed to be a crow’s crowd-pleasing
favorite: cat or dog food. We have a sloping
garage roof on an even level with our patio,
onto which I’ve already set the shiny gold coin,
that lay untouched by pirate or bird for well
over a week now. In the late afternoon, after
seeing some crows in the distance I toss a few
nuts on the roof. Then I watch, not knowing
who might show up, rat, skunk, wayward
clown, or passing baseball fan? I get ground
squirrel, one thing our yard has enough of.
Nevertheless, I persevere, tossing out only a
cautious amount of feed and, sure enough,
one crow comes to land on a nearby telephone
pole and watches for a bit before taking off. On
the third day my husband alerts me from the
other room, announcing, “Crow on the roof!
Crow!”
From a window I see Crow outside. I run to
the door and try to walk slowly, as I step outside.
And there she is, the biggest crow imaginable,
larger than our cat. The very Queen of Crows,
just a few feet away, like something out of a
fairy tale, and I could almost see her crown.
She hops about, casually eating nuts, feathers
black and gleaming with the perfect balance of
dignity and humor. She keeps her sharp, allknowing eye on me as I smile in admiration.
Then lifts her wings and alights into the fading
light of an early April Topanga sky.
It is enough, I am honored. The next
morning, I awake to two smaller crows
perched on a power line directly above our
yard.
I bring out my Shakespeare and will keep it
at the ready. Maybe a sonnet. “My Mistress is
nothing like the sun…” n
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Rude Interruptions
The First Amendment’s Fair-Weather Friends
Despite what we’d all like to believe,
free speech and free expression have
never been broadly popular with the
general public.
By Joel Bellman

“W

hat a heavy oar the pen is, and what
a strong current ideas are to row in!”
complained Gustave Flaubert to his mistress
in 1851, just as he was beginning his five-year
slog of writing “Madame Bovary.”
Thinking, not just writing, is hard work, and
confronting ideas we find novel, threatening,
or merely disagreeable for one reason or
another is an uncomfortable and unpleasant
experience for many of us. At the least, we
might feel affronted; at the most, we might be
faced with openly admitting to error, and even
rethinking and revising our entire world view.
That can take a while, if it happens at all.
There was a time when liberals and
progressives, even when they seemingly
agreed on little else (the narcissism of small
differences), were comrades in arms in the
battle for intellectual and artistic freedom.
Censorship was anathema to the left. Bookburning, Red-baiting, witch-hunting, artist
persecuting—that’s what the other side did.
Who pushed for the Hays Office in the 1920s
and the Motion Picture Production Code in
the 1930s, which until 1968 told American
filmmakers what they could and couldn’t put
on the screen? Conservatives and the religious
community, including the Catholic Legion of
Decency.
Who demanded the removal of “degenerate
art” from public museums? In the 1930s,
Germany’s Nazi Party, and in the 1980s and
1990s, New York’s then-Mayor Rudy Giuliani,
North Carolina Sen. Jesse Helms, and other
Republicans.
Who votes to remove “controversial” books
from school libraries, and ban teaching the
Theory of Evolution? Who investigated and
condemned comic books in Senate hearings
in 1954? Who denounced rock ’n’ roll as
“jungle music,” leading to depravity and
juvenile delinquency? Who prosecuted Allen
Ginsberg, William S. Burroughs, and Lenny
Bruce for obscenity? Who tried to block the
“blasphemous” release of Martin Scorsese’s
film, Last Temptation of Christ? Conservatives
and religious zealots, in every case.
As early as the mid-1970s, the poles
were already starting to reverse. The sexual
liberation that accompanied the early days
of second-wave feminism in the 1960s gave
way to increasingly dogmatic intolerance
on sex and gender issues in the 1970s and
1980s. That culminated in the radical feminist
Andrea Dworkin scoffing at First Amendment
concerns and testifying for a pornography ban
as a friendly witness before Reagan’s attorney
general Ed Meese’s pornography commission.
In communities of color, what had once been
fearless discussion about pride and power has too
often devolved into almost a scripted discussion
in which terminology and viewpoints are
narrowly constrained and aggressively policed.
On the university campus, the Free Speech
Movement that began at Berkeley in 1964 and
led to decades of flourishing academic and
political debate has given way to a performative
environment in which trigger warnings, microaggressions, and safe spaces are invoked in the
name of making students “comfortable” enough
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SOURCE: SIR THOMAS GRESHAM (ANTHONIS MOR - RIJKSMUSEUM AMSTERDAM)

Sir Thomas Gresham (1519 to 1579). Gresham’s law is a monetary principle stating that “bad money drives
out good.”

to express themselves. Of course, the effect is
often the exact opposite: ideological conformity
and intellectual suffocation where those who
don’t know or don’t accept the rap are cowed
into silence. Even the ACLU, it seems, has found
other amendments in the Bill of Rights that it
prefers to the First.
I recently confessed to a friend my fear that
my lifelong commitment to First Amendment
principles of free thought, speech and
expression was being swamped by a rising tide
of lies, misinformation and mindless group
think. What if, I wondered, I’ve been wrong all
these years that only the best products survive
the vigorous competition in the marketplace
of ideas? What if, instead, it’s only Gresham’s
Law* that prevails, as it so often does elsewhere,
and fraudulent ideas, like counterfeit currency,
drive out the authentic and good?
In a recent New York Times op-ed,
contributing writer Timothy Egan minced no
words: “I used to believe that the remedy for bad
speech is more speech. Now that seems archaic,”
he declares. “Cyber-libertarianism, the ethos of
the internet with roots in 18th-century debate
about the free market of ideas, has failed us
miserably.” Remedies like government pressure
on private companies, he blithely admits, “could
mean the end of the internet as we know it. True.
But that’s not necessarily a bad thing.”
The First Amendment, you might say, is for
sissies.
This week, I inadvertently found myself in
my first potential test case of this brave new
world. During my first session of the UCLA

Extension opinion-writing class that I’ve
been teaching since 1999, discussion with
my guest speaker got a little heated over the
subject of cancel culture, and the disturbing
new corporate trend of crowd-sourcing
employment and management decisions to
their aggressively woke young work force.
Examples: We have a veteran New York
Times editor and a Pulitzer-finalist reporter
each abruptly shown the door because they’ve
“lost the newsroom.” The employees at a
publishing house protest a planned memoir by
Woody Allen, forcing management to cancel
the book because “publication would no longer
be feasible” (another publisher immediately
snapped it up.) Other publishing employees
sign an open letter demanding that their
companies deny any book contracts for former
Trump administration officials.
After calming everyone down, the rest of the
session proceeded uneventfully. But the next
day, I braced myself for a call from the university
administration, informing me that despite
consistently high teaching evaluations, due to a
complaint, they had suddenly found it “no longer
feasible” for me to continue teaching the course.
What I received instead was a message
from one of the students, thanking me for
an insightful first class and asserting that “in
my opinion, we have to not only get used to
hearing opposing views, but acknowledge that
they exist in the first place.”
It occurred to me that maybe, just maybe,
defending free speech and critical thinking
might not be such a heavy lift after all. n

Poetry series
A Time of Elves
By Paula LaBrot

W

e may like to think that the
world’s elves are busy at the
North Pole making lots of toys for
children to enjoy during holiday
season. But there is a new group of
“Elves” emerging throughout the
Baltic regions, and soon coming to
a community near you.
These people are among the
outliers who are fighting for a
freer future. They battle the “cyber
trolls” of the “Biggies,” sowers of
misinformation and propaganda,
meant to influence political
outcomes. They specialize in
creating alternate reality versions
of life. All their work is meant to
create civic chaos and channel
power to the new oligarchs of the
21st century.
Writing for the Daily Beast,
Michael Weiss writes, “No one
knows how many trolls are polluting
the media, or how many are even
actual human beings versus bots
programmed with word algorithms
that spew out permutations of the
same anti or pro sentiment, or how
many are single persons posing
under different handles as multiple
people, or how many are genuine
provocateurs as opposed to salaried
employees clocking in at one of
many Russian troll farms, such as
the well-reported Internet Research
Agency in St. Petersburg.”
I, dear reader, will tell you
a secret. No one knows how
many wonderful Citizen CyberWarriors are joining the ranks of
the “Rebellion” against Big Tech,
Big Media and Big Government
oligarchs either.
HOW THE ELVES “REEMERGED
FROM MIDDLE EARTH”
Weiss reports about his meeting
with the founder of the Elves
movement: “Mindaugas is an
u nassu mi ng ,
30-s omet hing
advertising agency director by day,
and a ferocious cyber-warrior by
night. He started a phenomenon in
Lithuania, of countering Kremlin
propaganda and disinformation on
the Internet. “We needed to call our
group something. What to name it?
Well, we were fighting Trolls, so I
said, ‘Let’s be Elves,’” Mindaugus
explained.
There were 20 or 30 at first,
when the Trolls began a targeted
campaign of leaving nasty
comments about the Lithuanian
government and society, usually
pegged to a hatred of NATO, the
European Union, and of course, the
United States.
Since
then,
Elves
have
proliferated into the hundreds.
They’re now scattered about
neighboring Latvia and Estonia
and have even been spotted as far
north as Finland. The Elves pride
themselves on clandestine activity
and reclusiveness.”

Mindaugas (not his real name,
but based on the first known Grand
Duke of Lithuania and the only
Christian King of Lithuania) says,
“Crashing the Troll parties carries
the predictable risk that the Elves
are being watched and identified,
for future harassment—or worse.
Fake reporters are filming, making
photos of protesters from our
side, placing those photos on the
internet, and asking for people’s
help to identify us. Anonymity is
precious to the Elves.”
TROLLS IN AMERICA
Andy Kroll, writing for Mother
Jones magazine says, “There is a war
underway. I’m not talking about
Washington’s bloody misadventures
in Afghanistan and Iraq, but a
war within our own borders. It’s
a war fought on the airwaves, on
television and radio, and over
the Internet, a war of words and
images, of half-truths, innuendo,
and raging lies. I’m talking about a
political war, pitting liberals against
conservatives, Democrats against
Republicans. I’m talking about a

American democracy.”
It’s a war that has deeply divided
our country, broken friendships
and families and opened anyone
who has an independent opinion
to vicious social media attacks on
their character and their livelihood.
Elves are emerging in the United
States to fight back. But the first
line of offensive action must come
from lawyers and representatives
pushing anti-trust legislation to
break up the behemoth companies
that control the flow of information
in this country. The problem is that
Facebook, Twitter, and Google can
filter alternative viewpoints into
the farthest regions of cyberspace,
never to be seen. In other words,
you can send out your thoughts,
but no one will see them.
Mindaugas was the first known Grand
Duke of Lithuania and the only
Christian King of Lithuania.
By en: Alexander Guagnini (1538-1614)

spending war, fueled by stealthy
front groups and deep-pocketed
anonymous donors. It’s a war
that’s poised to topple what’s left of

The Baptism of Mindaugas from 17th century painting. Author unknown

OUTLIERS TO THE RESCUE
The gauntlet has been thrown
down. It will be little Davids against
big Goliaths.
Chris Hedges, writing for
Commondreams.org says, “The
danger is that we end up with a oneparty informational system. There’s
going to be approved dialogue and
unapproved dialogue that you can
only get through certain fringe
avenues…. We let these companies
get this monopolistic share of the
distribution system. Now they’re
exercising that power…”
Billionaire tech giant Peter
Rex is stepping up. “We need
leadership that believes in people,”
he said. “Leadership that believes
especially in the working class, that
wants to protect their freedom of
speech, and trusts people to be able
to discern the truth when given the
opportunity to see various points
of view…. We need to build an
alternative power structure outside
of Silicon Valley and Seattle…
where freedom, faith and family
are flourishing and are still held as
sacred.”
E lve s—c it i z e n
w ar r i ors—
emerge out of the universal
yearning for freedom of thought
and expression common to all
people. They are ordinary people
like you and me.
Hedges says, “Truth will endure.
It will be heard by those who seek it
out. It will expose the mendacity
of the powerful, however hard it
will be to obtain…” (Pardon Julian
Assange!!). “…Despots fear the
truth. They know it is a mortal
threat. If we remain determined to
live in truth, no matter the cost, we
have a chance.”
And, dear readers, in this fight,
you will see the truth of an old
adage, “Politics makes strange
bedfellows.” More on that next
time!
Support the breakup of the
Biggies! All we want is a good trust
bust!
Vamos a ver!
Dona Nobis Pacem.
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COVID Diary
Dear Reader,
By Jean Colonomos

T

he Spring equinox
arrived on March 20.
The Druids, whose belief
system is based on the four solstices and the four
equinoxes, call this period, “Alban Eilir, The Light
of the Earth.” In spring, days and nights are of
equal length. I take my cue from the Druids and
experiment with balancing light and dark.
March 20
3 Sisters band, HAIM. Their new album is
“Women in Music, Pt.lll.”
Mary Kay: “Where we are is far, but we are
getting closer.
I open the March 19, 2021, issue of The Canyon
Chronicle. The editor, Flavia Potenza, ceded the
editorial space to my column about praise. I
thank her for her faith in me when I don’t often
value myself.
March 21
Jane Marla Robbins: PATRICIA BOSWORTH,
1933-2020 // Patty, Patty how could it have
got YOU, / You so smart (not smart enough)?
/ Who did you hug, what book pick up, / What
gossip with a virus entered your ear, / And you
so brilliant—thirteen books, / Of journalist craft
and healing heart? // How dare you let it get you,
this virus invisible/To the naked eye and you so
visible: Moderator / At The Actors Studio;/Audrey
Hepburn’s best friend/ In a movie; on talk shows
for your books— / On Brando, Fonda, Monroe.
On the suicides /Of your brother and your father.
// Fifty-two years you were my friend, meting
out/ Tough love; sharing your own self-doubt/
Still there at eighty-three; you always saying/You
believed in me (which always shocked me),/ And
me intimidated by your fame. Jealous, even, / But
grateful in the end. Because you saw me, /Loved
me, were my friend.
There are 15,500 unaccompanied minors in
government custody now.
When dancer/choreographer Twyla Tharp came
to Manhattan from California in the 1960s and took
classes at the Martha Graham School, we became

friends. Early on, Tharp started choreographing
and in 1965 I performed in her short film, “Stride.”
I remember very little other than we female
dancers, costumed in leotards and tights, were
filmed on a Brooklyn rooftop. Tharp’s movement,
a disciplined, slouchy style, a simultaneous mix
of ballet, modern, jazz, and social dancing, hit
the dance scene when Artistic Director, Robert
Joffrey of the Joffrey Ballet, commissioned Tharp
to create a work for his company. With her superb
female dancers and the Joffrey, and to the music
of the Beach Boys, she created the joyful, eyecandy, “Deuce Coupe.” In 1973, she collaborated
with American Ballet Theatre and world-famous
Russian defector, Mikhail Baryshnikov, in “Push
Comes to Shove.” Under Tharp’s direction,
Baryshnikov who was perhaps the greatest male
ballet dancer, morphed into an American modern
dancer. His opening solo I saw as a tribute to
Charlie Chaplin. Over the years, the Twyla Tharp
Dance Company performed in concert venues, on
Broadway and in films. At 79, Twyla Tharp is an
American icon whose choreography expanded the
boundaries of what we call dance.
March 22
With the $1.9 billion-dollar stimulus package,
President Biden has quietly created huge social
reform.
MK: “Where we are is far, but we are getting
closer.”
Washington Post: Evanston, IL, leads the country
with a first reparations program for Black residents.
2 mass shootings in one week, 6 of 8 Asian
women massacred in Atlanta, GA, and 10 people
killed in a supermarket in Boulder, CO.
Paris and other regions are on lockdown;
however, chocolate stores and florists are
considered essential businesses and remain open.
Vive la France!!!

PHOTO BY SARAH RAMASSY

The deer are prolific this year and this stag paid a
visit to Jean Colonomos’ back yard.

March 24
It’s a pleasure to speak French with my Parisian
cousin, Yves. He tells me how difficult the
vaccine rollout has been in France. This Saturday
is the first day he’ll be able to even schedule an
appointment. He’s not sure which vaccines are
available. He also mentions that in Serbia where
his wife Vera originates, more than 20% of the
population have been vaccinated. Is Serbia really
an underdeveloped country?
MK: … but we are getting closer.
On April 13 at 6 p.m., my co-host, Millicent
Borges-Accardi and I are doing our first virtual
LOOSE LIPS event produced by The Topanga
Library to celebrate April’s Poetry Month. Craig
Fischer will be managing the event and we’re
excited to birth LOOSE LIPS online.
March 25
CBS News: “3,000 hate incidents directed at Asian
Americans nationwide have been recorded since the
start of the pandemic.” Many more are unreported.
March 26
I awake happily greeting this day when my
daughter and granddaughter will arrive. They’ll
take a rapid COVID-19 test and will soon be
flown on American Airlines’ wings to LAX. My
family heart space waits to be filled.
MK: Where we are is far, but we are getting closer.
March 27
New York Times: As of today’s date: “Roughly a
third of the adult population has received at least
one shot of a COVID-19 vaccination.

March 23
Strange Tuesday. I kept thinking it’s Monday.
A decade of massacres and no matter how
many are needlessly killed, Americans are March 28
Epilogue: A hazy, distant energy appears in my
unmoved by death.
dream. Will it come closer?
MK: Where we are is far…

THE MARKETPLACE

Serving Your Business through Ours
Rental Wanted
Seeking a little spot in Topanga
for part-time living
Tiny cabin, cottage, studio,
or trailer with basics
kitchen, bathroom, heat,
spots for bed and table/desk

JENNIFER BABCOCK
DESIGN LLC
Full-Service Graphic Design Firm
818.222.7576
jmbabcock@yahoo.com

Contact Rosie at
rosiemullein@aol.com
or (323) 237-8755

Topanga Christian Fellowship

BODY • MIND • HEART • SOUL

Holistic Wellness
& Healing
Dianne Porchia, MA, DMBM
310.455.2851
porchiaswish.com

310-455-1048

topangachristianfellowship.org
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310-455-2375

riklin@barbaraalleneataxservices.com

Tax Preparation & Audit Representation
For Individuals, Small Businesses,

Estates, Trusts and Tax-Exempt Entities
www.barbaraalleneataxservices.com

“The Little Church That Could”

269 Old Topanga Canyon
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It’s Barbara Allen E.A. ic!

LIFE IN BALANCE

Featured in
HEAL Documentary

THE MARKETPLACE
Serving Your Business through Ours
• Small Ads for Big Ideas
• Affordable — $60/month
• We will design for you
Contact us:
ads@thecanyonchronicle.com
310.460.9786
The Canyon Chronicle
P.O. Box 1101, Topanga CA 90290

Pritchett-Rapf Realtors
TOPANGA

Offices in Malibu & Topanga
(310) 455-4363 • PRTopanga.com
Call for more information!

Montau Drive

Listed by:

Listed at $1,299,000

Chryssa Lightheart
William Preston Bowling

3 Bed | 2 Bath

-

(310) 663-3696

-

(310) 428-5085

Topanga vintage charmer. Enter under an Oak arbor through brick pathways. Built in 1948 this 3 bed, 2 bath home
blends in with the seasonal creek and giant redwood trees. Relax in front of the wood burning brick fireplace and unique
custom wood paneling. Outdoor dining on the large decks as the mountain views surround. Wood floors, french doors,
lovely garden areas and tucked away patio. Flat garden area with romantic built-in stone seating under the redwoods.

SOLD

Hodgson Circle Drive
4 Bed | 5 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

SOLD

$1,425,000

Exciting palatial Spanish-styled home with spellbinding views from
every room. Extraordinary views over Old Topanga. Open floor plan.
Frosted bedroom doors to allow sunlight in the hallway. Fresh paint
inside and out. Newly planted garden.

Montau Drive
4 Bed | 2 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

$1,325,000

Tranquil, trees and gorgeous cross canyon views. you’ll experience
the peace you came for. Cedar hot tub beneath the stars and an
outdoor propane fire feature. Adjacent to Topanga State Park and
located on a cul-de-sac.

Vacant Land

BEAUTIFUL CANYON VIEWS OUTSIDE COASTAL
Zuniga Road
$699,000
1.5 acres
William Preston Bowling

AMAZING OCEAN VIEWS AND BOULDER OUTCROPPINGS
Everding Motorway
$699,000
2.53 acres
William Preston Bowling

HUGE BUILDING SITE WITH OCEAN VIEWS
Hawks Nest Trail
$425,000
2.5 acre
William Preston Bowling

(310) 428-5085

(310) 428-5085

(310) 428-5085

LOCAL & GLOBAL

Pritchett-Rapf Realtors

CalBRE 00528707
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IN ESCROW

15515WestSunset.com
PICTURESQUE TWO-STORY TOWNHOME | $1,279,000
IN ESCROW

SOLD

856Fernwood.com

21126Bellini.com

PERFECT CLIMATE WITH TRANQUIL MOUNTAIN VIEWS | $999,000

STUNNING SPACIOUS PRIVATE ESTATE | SOLD AT $2,800,000

Catherine Campbell
DRE: 01164030 | 310.663.9039
catherine@lovetopanga.com

Voted: Best of the Best - 2020 America’s Best Real Estate
Professionals REALTRENDS TOM FERRY.
My Go-To Team
Jason Christopher

Hugo Will

jasonchristopherphotography.com

hugowill.com

Photography

Videography

Trip Young
Marketing

Antwone & Marcus
Landscaping, Cleaning,
and Hauling

Kavala Rose Home Design

Home Staging, Interior Decorating,
Landscape Design.

Local referrals for you, at my fingertips.
© 2021 Sotheby’s International Realty. All Rights Reserved. Each Sotheby’s International Realty office is independently owned and operated, except those operated by Sotheby’s International Realty, Inc. The Sotheby’s International Realty network
fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Real estate agents affiliated with Sotheby’s International Realty are independent contractor sales associates and are not employees of Sotheby’s International
Realty. Certain services advertised are provided by third parties.

